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oyster world rally

pacific  oysters

The world’s first single brand yacht rally has 

almost reached the half way mark. David Glenn 

tracked down the Oyster fleet in Fiji where the 23 

yachts were visiting the little known island group 

of Lau and planning their Pacific pit stop at the 

burgeoning Port Denarau Marina

Oyster 885 Lush sweeps downwind 

on a wonderful reach to Savusavu.
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Several yachts are carrying vast spares inventories and 
because of the similarity of the designs – there are eight Oyster 
56s in the event, for instance – spare part and know-how 
exchange happens all the time. Crews immediately help out if 
someone is in need. But if the solution cannot be found locally 
Ipswich swings into action and sends spares ahead. 

Another advantage is that many of the participants regard 
themselves as like-minded, almost as if they are members of 
an Oyster cruising club. Clearly many close friendships have 
been established as well as a sense of community. “It’s like one 
big family,” said Sussanne Lock of the 54 Pearl of Persia who 
added that she was dreading the farewells in Antigua. “They 
will be heart-wrenching,” she said, admitting she was 
apprehensive about the whole idea of the rally before the start, 
but is now a complete convert.

statistic which appealed to me when I joined the 
Oyster World Rally during its Fijian stopover in 

June was that of the 14,000 nautical miles logged 
by Eddie Jordan’s Oyster 885 Lush, only 80 had 

been upwind. “Sounds like my sort of sailing,” 
said a colleague and who could disagree?

Another statistic is that of the 800  
deck saloon yachts launched by Oyster  
in 32 years, 43 of them have completed 
circumnavigations and have received 

Oyster awards for doing so. By the spring of 2014 Oyster will 
be busy making another 25 circumnavigation awards as their 
first world rally, celebrating the company’s 40th year in 
business, finishes in Antigua in April.

I caught up with the event in Fiji, just short of the halfway 
mark. It’s a natural pit stop where crews enjoyed some 
phenomenal cruising, diving, water sports and land-based 
excursions among the 322 islands comprising this amazing 
south Pacific  archipelago. 

It was also a chance for crews to catch their breath, lift the 
yachts and give them a once over before sailing on to Vanuatu, 
Australia, Indonesia, the Indian Ocean and beyond. 

Unique rally
There is nothing unusual about round the world rallies, but 
this one differs in one obvious and unique respect. All yachts 
are of the same brand and as such there are advantages, some 
of which have only come to light since the fleet got underway.

The big plus, and one which was on the lips of almost every 
crew I spoke to, is the highly effective after-sales and spares 
service Oyster operate from their UK base in Ipswich. Spares 
and repairs might sound like dry subjects but believe me the 
availability of both is crucial to the success of these events.

Together with the tireless work of Oyster’s Eddie Scougall 
and event manager Debbie Johnson, who are travelling just 
ahead of the fleet, paving the way for its arrival in ports around 

the world, owners and crew have 
felt safe in the knowledge that if 
anything should go wrong they 
would be there to help.

Plenty has gone wrong, but 
thankfully nothing catastrophic. 
The fact that owners have been 
able to tackle issues alongside the 
knowledgeable Eddie and Debbie 
(both were commissioning and 

build managers for Oyster and have circumnavigated 
themselves) has not only given them confidence, but moved 
them up the learning curve about their yachts.

A noticeable feature of the rally, once it had reached Fiji, 
was that most crews, even the inexperienced, had time to enjoy 
themselves and explore rather than spend valuable time fixing 
their yachts, maintenance schedules aside. The fleet ranges in 
age from a 14-year-old 56 up to the new 885 Lush.

Eddie Scougall told me that in the early weeks of the rally he 
and Debbie were rushed off their feet. A persistent engine 
cylinder head problem aboard one boat (in Galapagos), a 
broken gooseneck fitting, rigging stranding, in-mast mainsail 
furling issues and pump problems, were just some of the 
challenges. But by the time the fleet had sailed almost halfway 
round the world things were settling down. 

Above left: the OWR takes 

kava with the elders from  

the village of Daliconi in Lau. 

Above: villagers dance for the 

OWR. Left: Daliconi gets the 

message across.
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Another feature of the rally is the large 
number of 20-somethings who are taking a 
year out for some adventure. They’ve been a 
terrific help to some of the short-handed 
yachts in need, some moving around the 
f l e e t  u n p a i d ,  o t h e r s  i n  p e r m a n e n t 
professional positions as skipper or crew. 
This youthful community has added some 
zip to proceedings!

Participants have approached the event in different ways. 
Some are sailing as couples, just husband and wife with the 
occasional additional crew in the form of friends, family or a 
volunteer young hand. Others are taking what someone 
described as the ‘armchair ride’ with a fully paid crew. Chris 
and Denise Ballard aboard the 655 Proteus, for instance, set off 

with three fully paid crew 
and have every intention of doing as little of the 

hard graft as possible! They come from a (large) motor yacht 
background, but are enjoying the sailing way of life. In between 
learning to play the guitar as he circumnavigates, Chris is 
planning his next sailing yacht.

Paul and Audrey Adamson (he sold a sailing school, she is a 
dentist) are the young, dynamic professional crew taking Eddie 

A
Above: the Oyster 

World Rally fleet in the 

Turquoise Anchorage 

on the island of Vanua 

Balavu in the Lau 

Group. Right: customs 

and immigration  

and the biosecurity 

department in Fiji set 

up a temporary port  

of entry in Lau.
 There is nothing 

unusual about round 
the world rallies, but 
this one differs in 
one unique respect 
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Jordan’s long-legged Oyster 885 Lush round the world for him. 
Normally they would have a paid crew of four (including a 
personal trainer) but in Fiji Eddie Jordan was off the boat on 
business and two crew were on holiday leaving skipper and 
mate to manage alone. I joined them for a couple of exciting 
inter-island passages in Fiji, but more of that later.

Most impressive, perhaps by virtue of the fact that they are 
sailing short handed on yachts well over 50ft LOA, are the 
couples in the fleet. I met three who deliberately set out to go it 
alone and to date things are not only progressing well but I 
sensed in two cases couples had surprised themselves by how 
much they had achieved.

Couples freely admitted that the rally had brought them 
closer together and for one husband and wife team, Stephen 
and Debbie Gratton aboard their 53 Amelie, this was just the 
start. After the finish in Antigua they are planning to carry on 
and sail round the world again. “But this time we might take 
ten years,” said Stephen who admitted his hero was Bernard 
Moitessier! He also explained that they had sold their house 

and now lived aboard having discarded the trappings of 
modern life “most of which you simply don’t need,” he said. He 
was, however, very proud of his fresh ground coffee machine 
mounted in a locker adjacent to the chart table!

A difficult approach
When I met the fleet in the Lau islands about 150 miles to  
the east of the main Fijian island of Viti Levu (it had taken me 
four flights and 30 hours to get there from London) there was  
a look of  tension in the fleet. It turned out to be for a good 
reason.

First, the trip from Tonga had been relatively short, about 
three days and a couple of nights which is about the worst 
length of time to be on passage, especially for a couple. It’s too 
long to avoid a proper watch system and too short to allow a 
short-handed crew to get into the swing of things.

As a result some crews were whacked when they reached 
Lau, a condition exacerbated by a tricky approach to the reef-
fringed island of Vanua Balavu in the Northern Lau Group 

which the fleet had to navigate around before getting to the 
large, safe and quite beautiful Turquoise Anchorage.

Their navigation had not been helped by the electronic 
charts for the area being way out, sometimes as much as 0.6nm 
putting some yachts ashore before they had even arrived! The 
Navionics chart software, based on old surveys, couldn’t be 
relied upon. So it was back to navigation basics approaching 
Lau. As a matter of course yachts had to slow down so that they 
made landfall in daylight and could make use of the all-
important overhead sunlight to con their way through the reef 
and coral-head strewn passages.

A couple of yachts did make what one crew referred to as 
‘exploratory touches’ due mainly to the absence of stakes 
which were shown on the chart but probably went missing  
in last year’s cyclone Evan.

But eventually the fleet was safe and sound in Lau where 
the delights of the Royal Exploring Isles Yacht Squadron 
(bring your own beer!) could be savoured and the fascinating 
welcoming ways of the local villagers could be experienced  
in full.

Why Lau?
Although Fiji is on the circumnavigator’s beaten track, the 
Lau Islands, lying to the east of the main Fijian group, have 
until recently not been open to yachts without special 
permission. Moreover, yachts have to sail further west  
to a recognised port of entry (there isn’t one in Lau) making a 
return against the south easterly trades a tiresome prospect.

But the beauty of the islands and the interesting clan-based 
way of life has attracted a number of yachts in recent years 
including superyachts. It’s said you can cruise in the lagoon on 
the east side, protected by a 130km long barrier reef, for a 
fortnight and drop the hook somewhere new every night. 

Our photographer Mark Snyder and I could only reach Lau 
by small plane – a Twin Otter from Suva – and we landed on an 
acutely inclined grass airstrip. Our co-passengers were 
members of the customs, immigration and increasingly 
important bio-security departments and it was this team who 
set up temporarily in Lau to complete entry formalities.

According to local Tasmanian ex-pat Tony Philp, who built 
the wooden Yacht Squadron and whose family owns the 

Above: Lush crew 

celebrate crossing the 

meridian. Left: reef 

awareness briefing 

here at the Copra 

Shed. Below: you can’t 

rely on electronic 

charts. Right: crossing 

the Pacific in style. 

Debbie Johnson, left, 

and  Audrey Adamson 

aboard Lush.
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AmeLie, OySTeR 53. 
Stephen and Debbie Gratton

Stephen is clearly a sailing addict. He did the 2005 

OSTAR in a Contessa 32, the 2006 Sydney Hobart 

in a Beneteau 40.7 and has owned a Cornish 

Crabber, Moody 346 and a Varne 27. Retired as an 

accountant with Ernst & Young he and Debbie 

nearly bought a Spirit 53 but were eventually 

seduced by the accommodation aboard the Oyster 

and indeed her sailing qualities which surprised 

Stephen. They have no regrets about the McDell, 

New Zealand-built 53 which has now become their 

home although there have been problems. As a 

cutter Amelie is fitted with runners but in some 

heavy weather before the rally one of them gave 

way when a deck padeye pulled out. It transpired 

the fitting did not have a backing plate. The repair 

was carried out under warranty and Oyster have 

also helped with cracked spreader ends and 

stranding in the D1s and D2s. Useful kit includes a 

Watt & Sea Cruising hydrogenerator which 

produces 20 amps when the yacht is sailing at 8.5 

knots and even at 5.5 knots enough power for 

Amelie to be self-sufficient at night. Stephen was 

impressed with the conduits already installed in the 

Oyster which made the retro-fit easy.
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Bavatu plantation which overlooks the anchorage, there is a 
real need to improve the standard of living of Lau islanders 
whose numbers are diminishing steadily. 

“Everyone should have the right to a working lavatory, an 
element of privacy and a refrigerator,” said Philp who sees the 
controlled acceptance of yachting as a way of raising funds to 
help get these basic amenities in place and in turn prepare 
islanders for life in more civilised environments.

But one wonders whether it’s worth upsetting the balance. 
The people are unusually welcoming and kind and we duly 
drank kava with the elders at a traditional sevu sevu 
(welcoming party). We were entertained by dancers, watched 
a performance by local school children and savoured the 
delights of a lavish lovo feast baked underground including 
the much sought after coconut crab. It was delicious. The kava, 
by the way, prepared from ground pepper root, left only a mild 
tingling sensation on the lips. I’m afraid it wouldn’t go down 
too well in my local, but that’s hardly the point.

There’s a fee levied for this hospitality and one sensed the 
villagers were doing well from it, to the extent that among the 
islanders there was concern some were charging too much! 
There’s plenty of local politics even in these remote spots.

Lush to Savusavu
We left Lau in considerably more 
comfort than we arrived – aboard 
Lush with Paul  and Audrey 
Adamson. The weather had been 
unkind in Lau thanks to a slow 
moving weather system, but it 
had delivered a good breeze and 
we hurtled north to the atoll of 

Wailagilala 25nm distant. In fact we touched 14.5 knots (thank 
you Audrey!) and only had to put the brakes on when the 
fishing reel screeched into action as a Mahi Mahi took the lure.

Fishing has been important among rally participants and 
aboard Lush this was no exception as Paul Adamson explained. 
“I’d been advised by (top pro sailor) Rob Greenhalgh in the 
Hamble River Sailing Club to go to the Pacific well armed,” he 
said as he made up industrial-sized wire traces big enough to 
land a 100-pounder. This Mahi Mahi was more like 20lb and 
was despatched on the stern platform with a winch handle 
and a slug of gin to the gills by a very enthusiastic Audrey. 

She later cooked the beast to perfection and admitted she 
was thankful of the catch as she was running down stores in 
preparation for entry into Australia where the import of 
any foodstuffs is extremely strict.

Alan and Jean from Cape Town first sailed round the 

world 30 years ago in a Van der Stadt 34 when they 

were in their 20s and are enjoying re-visiting old 

haunts which appear in their original, treasured log 

book. After owning a Beneteau First 38, Alan, an oil 

industry businessman and Jean, a one-time air 

hostess, bought an Oyster 54 and spent three 

summers in the Mediterranean. After Alan had 

persuaded friends Stephen and Sarah Auret to take 

part in the Oyster World Rally in their Oyster 66, 

they too decided to enter and bought a brand new 

575. The Du Toits had Legend 1V shipped to the 

Caribbean from the UK, which cost about ¤18,000 

and the whole family including daughter Nicolle and 

son Ryan started the rally in Antigua. A vang and 

gooseneck failure (see dglenn blog at yachting 

world.com) was a serious test for Alan and Jean 

who deliberately undertook the 3,500 miles 

Galapagos to Marquesas leg on their own. They 

were able to sail on without the boom, sheeting the 

main to the quarter trysail-style losing little time. 

Successful repairs were made in Tahiti. With their 

children back at universities in New York and 

Edinburgh the Du Toits will continue sailing as a 

couple.

LeGenD 1V, OySTeR 575.
Alan, Jean and nicolle Du Toit

The Fletchers signed up for the OWR without a 

yacht, which logistics businessman Paul from 

Grantham regarded as a detail. The whole family 

including Marc, 29; Tim, 26 (plus girlfriend Fay); 

Sarah, 22; and Philip, 16, were at the start in Antigua 

aboard their very recently acquired Oyster 56, but 

Marc returned almost immediately to finish a 

physics Phd at Cambridge University while Philip 

went back to school to do his GCSEs. Since then 

both parents have had to return home for long 

periods even leaving the children to sail the longest 

Pacific leg from Galapagos to the Marquesas alone! 

They were joined by experienced yachtsman 

22-year-old Ludo Bennett-Jones (which actually 

reduced the average age) but since then have 

managed remarkably well on their own even though 

mum Susanne was back with them in Fiji. “I’m here 

for the parties,” said Susanne who admitted being a 

reluctant yachtswoman but who is full of 

admiration for her extremely able children.

PeARL OF PeRSiA, OySTeR 54. 
Andrew and Sussanne Lock
Andrew Lock’s sailing amounted to some coastal 

cruising in Florida in an O’Day 27 before he took a 

15-year break from yachting. The Locks took 

delivery of their 54 in 2010 and when Oyster’s Eddie 

Scougall visited them for their three-month post 

purchase review (all part of the service) he asked if 

they had thought about joining the OWR. They 

signed up and have sailed most of the way as a 

couple. Sussanne, initially sceptical of the project 

but now loving it, said she and Andrew have a very 

good understanding of who does what aboard. “We 

have a calming effect on each other,” she said. With 

Andrew a good daytime person and Sussanne 

happy to take midnight watches their short-handed 

regime works well. “Take your time and treat the 

boat gently,” advises Andrew and “don’t commit to 

crew for the entire trip,” said Sussanne. “Even if you 

think you know them – you don’t!” Of the rally she 

says having the paperwork side of life dealt with is 

brilliant but “we do tend to bring our own queue”. 

She thought the Marquesas were “geographically 

mind blowing” (a view shared by many) but 

admitted she was looking forward to a good sleep 

ashore. “I’m so excited about checking into a hotel 

in Denarau!”

SOTTO VenTO, OySTeR 655

The owner of Sotto Vento asked to remain 

anonymous but having sailed more than 40,000 

miles and supported every Oyster regatta to date 

he has much experience and advice to offer. He is 

Chris and Denise previously owned a 26m motor 

yacht and then a Jeanneau 56 DS in which they did 

the 2007 ARC. “We loved it,” said Denise who sold 

her business specialising in re-mortgage law before 

setting off around the world. Chris, whose 

electronic mapping company was just beaten to 

market by Tom Tom, has made the transition from 

power easily but is looking for a larger yacht. The 

couple employ three crew aboard their 65-footer 

and clearly enjoy travelling in comfort. A set back in 

the early stages of the rally involving persistent 

problems with their Perkins engine didn’t seem to 

phase them and they were thankful for spares 

which they thought they would never need but in 

the end came in extremely useful. Chris is learning 

to play the guitar as he circumnavigates and was 

pleased to have American Roger Hart aboard for a 

while because he played the harmonica. Before the 

rally’s out there will be an Oyster band he predicts. 

Advice? “Patience is the key – you can easily wind 

yourself up too much,” said Chris.

almost obsessive about keeping a well stocked and 

proper record of inventory using software called 

Ship’s Log. This tells him where everything is 

stowed, how much he has in stock and warns him 

when spares need replacing. It’s stood him in good 

stead. Sotto has a paid skipper and it’s interesting 

listening to the owner about costs. Including paying 

two crew he reckons he spends £200,000 a year 

running his yacht which equates to 10 per cent of 

the value, a figure which has long been a 

benchmark. He was delighted with the cost of lifting 

his yacht in Denarau – about £300 and a fraction of 

what her was quoted in Tahiti – and he reckoned 

two coats of International Micron 66 would add 

another £2,000 to the bill. 

OysTer circumnavigaTOrs Tell                  THeir sTOries

DReAmS COme TRue, OySTeR 56. 
Paul and Susanne Fletcher

PROTeuS, OySTeR 655. 
Chris and Denise Ballard The people are very 

welcoming and we 
drank kava with the 
elders at a traditional 
sevu sevu 

Above: John Philp’s 

ketch Tau stern-to at 

the Royal exploring 

isles yacht Squadron 

Club.

Above: Jack 

Ovington, left, and 

Roger Hart were 

among a contingent  

of helpful 

20-somethings. 
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We lay to an 80lb CQR in the Wailagilala lagoon in much 
peace and comfort below, despite it blowing a harsh 30 knots 
overnight. There was a moment of nervousness when Eddie 
Scougall, who was sailing with us, received a call to say that 
Brendan McNutt’s 56 Purusha had hit something at 6 knots 
back in Lau. “Check the aft end of the keel, the engine bearers, 
the water tank, battery bank and anything heavy,” advised 
Eddie over the satphone. Luckily two of the professional crew 
off  another Oyster, who by chance used to work for  the 
company, were in the vicinity and they eventually reported 
back that all was well. “Glad it was a 56 – they are wonderfully 
overbuilt,” said Eddie and later on a lift at Denarau Marina on 
Viti Levu revealed only cosmetic damage.

The following day saw an early start, a couple of reefs and a 
roll or two in the jib followed by a quick exit through the pass 
by which we had entered. 

There then followed one of those classic, sunny, high-speed 
sails that we all dream about as Lush reached for 120 miles in 
perfect conditions before rounding up in the lee of the 
peninsula protecting Savusavu on the island of Vanua Levu. 

Back to (third world) 
civilisation
The Copra Shed Marina and 
Yacht Club at Savusavu make for 
a classic stop.  Ex-gold prospector 
a n d  cl ub  c o m m o do r e  G e o f f 
Taylor, 63, sits Hemingway-style 
at the bar, Fiji Gold beer in hand, 
advising on this and that as the 
sun goes down over the secluded 

anchorage. It’s filled with serious world girdling yachts and in 
the evening their occupants come ashore to yarn. In fact 
Geoff’s an ex-pat Aussie and has been developing the marina 
for years with Tony Philp, our man in Lau. 

The town of Savusavu is distinctly third world but you can 
get a good curry or a Chinese for a fiver, a decent haircut for 
half that and an excellent slap up meal in Surf and Turf for 
about £10. There’s a wonderful vegetable market, you can get 
reliable internet at the Hot Springs Hotel and a bus to almost 
anywhere (there’s only one road). If you want to stay ashore 
you’re OK at the Copra Shed or the Indian-run hostel one 
block back.  “It’s very Fiji,” said Geoff.

For those in need of a break from the boat and a little more 
luxury, there are some top hotels out of town with spas  
and those all-important crisp white sheets which some rally 
participants were clearly ready to kill for. Keen divers can 
experience some of the best shark dives from the Jean-Michel 
Cousteau Resort just along the road which also possesses  

one of the best honeymoon apartments I have ever seen, 
although I’m not an expert….

Denarau and Malolo
From Savusavu the rally yachts had a vast choice of  cruising 
grounds with many keen to visit the Yasawa Group and the 
Mamanuca Islands which lie to the north west of Viti Levu. 
But for many this was a good opportunity to be lifted out and 
in Nigel Skeggs’s Port Denarau Marina just outside the large 
town of Nandi, they had the perfect facility. Vuda Marina just 
north is another option for a lift and is well equipped but I can 
only report first hand on Denarau where there are engineers, 
sail makers, cabinet makers, an excellent rigger and almost 
anything else you need. And it’s very well priced a lift and  
re-launch for a 56 costing about £300.

Denarau is a large reclaimed area of land with the marina at 
the focal point. It’s a gated community and is quite unlike its 
third world surroundings. Five star hotels line the coastal 

 There was a sense 
of nervousness as 
eddie scougall found 
out Purusha had 
hit something Above: there are excellent markets in Fiji, this one is in Savusavu.

Above: most of the OWR yachts at the musket Cove marina.

Above: the musket Cove development on malolo Lailai island.
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fringe, there are spas galore and the shopping mall around the 
marina boasts some excellent restaurants, a Hard Rock Café 
and, weirdly, a WH Smiths newsagent. 

Also based here are Yacht Help Fiji run by David Jamieson 
and Kay Cole. Anyone coming through Fiji, especially larger 
yachts and superyachts are likely to use their services which 
include the complex paperwork for entry and departure. 
Their knowledge of Fiji is unsurpassed.

The fleet was due to re-assemble at Musket Cove Marina on 
the island of Malolo where they were to be checked out en 
masse. I nipped out there on a local ferry, a 40-minute trip 
from Denarau. 

Musket Cove was developed over many years by the late 
Dick Smith, an ex-pat New Zealander and local legend whose 
‘can do’ Kiwi approach turned a swamp into a delightful 
resort. It’s not too over the top and extends a warm welcome to 
yachtsmen. It’s a wonderful place to spend the weekend and 
chill and the Oyster World Rally took full advantage. 

Unfortunately lightening had struck the marina’s useful 
store, the subsequent fire razing it to the ground. Will Moffat 
Dick Smith’s yachtie son-in-law who looks after the island 
will no doubt have it up and running on no time.

For those rally participants who got out there early 
Musket Cove made an excellent base from which to explore 
the reef-fringed island chain which extends to the north east 
and for those uncertain of the way Patrick at the Musket Cove 
boatshed was able to help out with waypoints leading 
through what Will Moffat called the island ‘pathway’.

He also suggested that one of the most useful things to 
carry locally is a pair of Wellington boots. “Boats do hit reefs 
but normally there’s very little damage and we can come out 
to help – the best advice is to get out and push.” While this 
may not be possible with an Oyster we got the message.

With that I took my leave from an island paradise which 
for many Oyster World Rally participants is likely to be 
difficult to bid farewell. YW
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useful Fiji contacts:
• Port Denarau marina

www.portdenaraumarina.com

• Vuda marina

www.vudamarina.com.fj

• yacht Help Fiji

www.yachthelp.com

• Copra Shed marina

www.coprashed.com

 • Trade marine Limited

jphilp@mac.com.fj

• Jean-michel Cousteau 

Resort Fiji

www.fijiresort.com

• musket Cove island Resort 

and marina

www.musketcovefiji.com

• Fiji Tourism

www.fiji.travel

For a list of the entries  

and details of the 2016  

Oyster World Rally, go to  

www.oystermarine.com


